Institute Of Industrial Engineers
Meeting Minutes

Date: 13 April 2010
Present: Sarah, John, Catherine, Amanda, Maggie, Bill, Kelly
Next meeting: April 27

Announcement:

IIE T-shirts with the logo
- John and Bill will try to get a good price
Paneling was really good
- We’ll try to do one in the fall and one in the spring
- Working with CDC was great and we should do so in the future

Ideas for IIE
- Introducing a newsletter for the members
  We could take an issue from IIE magazines and publish it in simpler terms
- Resume Critique especially for management department students
- Company tours-Six flag trip in the fall and we might consider tours at GE, New balance, Wright line.
- We should advertise the tours during the freshmen recruitment. IIE members get a discounted price for the tour.
- Introduction of seminar/theme lecture with some speakers
- Meeting twice per month
- Working with more professional societies like MISA and BMEs to cosponsor events
- Special Career fair more related to management and Industrial Engineering

Fundraising Ideas
- Fundraising- selling monster drinks
- Golf tournament in D term during greek week

Membership Ideas
- Introduction of “What is industrial Engineering” around B term for freshmen
- Ice pops socials
- More socials in rooms where members can interact
- More interactive meetings with icebreakers at the beginning
- Society Night
- More interview paneling